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CHAPTEB YI.
HISTORY OF MANUAL

FIRE

ENGINES .

To the ancients who lived some 2,000 years ago we are
indebted for the more important portions of the modern manual
fire engine , in fact for the manual engine itself ; and at a period
antecedent to this, there can be hardly a doubt that fire engines
of some kind were in use in most of the celebrated cities of
antiquity , such as Nineveh , Tyre, Babylon , and others . It is
difficult to believe that the engineers and mechanicians of those
cities, whose talents and skill are so well known, would have
omitted to provide some means of counteracting or extinguishing
fires, the fearful ravages of which were well known, and would be
of such great injury to their magnificent cities.
The fire engine or pump used in extinguishing fires, and by
means of which a stream of water could be thrown amongst the
flames through the power of several men , is of very ancient origin ,
for we find that its invention is attributed , and on sufficient
evidence, to an engineer of Alexandria , Ctesibius by name , who
flourished in the second century before the birth of Christ , during
the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus and Euergetes .
The following are the particulars of the engine of Ctesibius,
as described by Vitruvius , from which it will be seen that it was
almost similar to a modern manual engine . ‘ It remains now
to describe the machine of Ctesibius, which raises water very high .
This is made of brass ; at the bottom a pair of buckets (cylinders ) are
placed at a little distance , having pipes like the shape of a fork an¬
nexed , meeting in a basin in the middle ; at the upper holes of the
pipes within the basin are made valves, hinged with very exact
joints , which stopping the holes prevent the efflux of the water
that will be pressed into the basin by the air ; upon the basin a
cover, like an inverted funnel , is fitted , which is adjoined and
fastened to the basin by a collar, riveted through , that the
pressure of the water may not force it off ; and on the top of
it , a pipe called the tuba is affixed perpendicularly . The buckets
(cylinders ) have valves placed below the lower mouths of the pipes,
and fixed over holes that are in their bottoms ; then pistons turned
very smooth and anointed with oil, being inclosed in the buckets
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(cylinders ), are worked with bars and levers from above ; the
repeated motion of these up and down pressing the air that is
therein contained with the water , the holes being shut by the
valves, forces and extrudes the water through the mouths of
the pipes into the basin , from whence rising to the cover the air
presses it upwards through the pipe .’ The figures which accom¬
pany the above description of this and many other machines
described by Vitruvius in his work are lost, but there is quite
sufficient in the description to show that an air vessel, or chamber
within which the air was compressed, was used, and by this means
the water was forced in a regular stream to a considerable distance.
To Ctesibius therefore we owe the invention and application of the
air vessel to a forcing pump , by means of which the water could be
thrown in a continuous stream .
Vitruvius describes the cylinders and valves used in the pumps
or bellows of the Roman organs as being made of brass, the pistons
as being accurately turned , and ■covered or packed with strips of
unshorn sheepskins . An old medal of Valentinian ’s shows an
hydraulic organ with two men pumping , one being on one side
and one on the other . It is highly probable that these bellows or
pumps were just such as those above mentioned .
In Commandine ’s translation of the ‘ Spiritalia ’ of Hero of
Alexandria , published in 1583, drawings are shown of spherical
vessels containing water , with the discharge tubes descending
perpendicularly into them . Small pumps or syringes are adapted
to these vessels, so that air may be forced in to cause the ejection
of the water . Pliny , in his 19th book, speaks of water being
forced up ‘ by pumps and such like going with the strength of
wind enclosed.’
Curious as it may seem, the employment of an air vessel in
pumps is considered to be a very recent invention , and is given to
Leupold in the year 1720. However it may have happened , it is
tolerably certain that a great interval had elapsed from the time of
Ctesibius and Hero before they were brought into use again , either
in Europe or elsewhere ; and it seems that at least a hundred years
had passed after Vitruvius ’ book had been translated , published ,
and circulated , before its use was revived .
Hero , in his £Spiritalia ,’ illustrates and describes a double
cylinder fire engine with two brass force pumps connected to
one discharge pipe . The cylinders are secured to a base of
wood, and are partly immersed in water . In the text they are
described as turned or bored very smooth, and the pistons
accurately fitted to work in them . The piston rods are attached
by bolts to a double lever at equal distances from the centre
°r . fulcrum . This engine is shown without a carriage, but as
this was not necessary to show the principle of the machine , it is
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probably omitted . It will be seen in the text that Hero describes
a moveable tube fitted by a joint (gooseneck) to the perpendicular
one, by turning of which the stream of water can be thrown in
any direction , and refers to the sketch to prove it . A small air
vessel is shown with the bottom of the discharge pipe under
the water , and he expressly states that the water was forced out
‘ by means of compressed air .’ Fig . 7 is a representation of it .
Fig . 7. Hero ’s Engine , 2nd century

B.C.

Of Hero it may be said that he produced a practical engine ,
on which the moderns have scarcely improved : he used metallic
pistons ; spindle valves with guards to prevent their opening too
far ; the formation of the gooseneck by a sort of swivel joint
something like a union or coupling screw ; the application of an
air vessel ; two pumps forcing the water through one pipe , and
one lever to work both pumps —all these are features , some or all
of which have been revived and brought forward in later times as
great improvements or inventions .
It seems that besides engines for throwing water on fires,
they used sponges or mops attached to the ends of long poles,
and grapples and other instruments by means of which they could
go from one wall to another . On rebuilding the city of Home,
every citizen was required to keep in his house ‘ a machine for
extinguishing fire,’ though what the machines were we are not
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informed ; but as in those days there were buckets , mops, books,
and syringes, it seems reasonable to suppose that they were the
latter , for we find that the dimensions of these squirts when
employed for extinguishing fires were generally regulated by those
of the building in which they were to be used.
In speaking of fire machines , Pliny uses the term ‘ sipho ’
which by some is taken for pipes or water tubes ; but in a passage
from a fragment of a work of Apollodorus, the architect to the
Emperor Trajan , it is stated that when a fire occurs in the upper
part of a house, and the ‘ sipho ’ is not at hand , to take leather
bags and fill them with water , connect long pipes to them , and
then by compressing the bags the water will be thrown to certain
heights ; therefore it is fair to say from this description , that
whatever the ‘ sipho ’ may have been , it was evidently a fire
engine ; for if such a rude contrivance as that described was
applicable in its stead, it must be tolerably evident that the
‘sipho ’ was an efficient machine for the purpose .
Hesychius, the grammarian of Alexandria , and Isidorus of
Miletus , who flourished at the commencement of the seventh
century , show that the word ‘sipho '’ was applied to a fire engine ,
and the term was understood as meaning such in the fourth
century . It is also stated by the latter that such engines were
used in the East for the purpose of extinguishing fires, and they
were common in Constantinople for this purpose , where they were
known by the term ‘sipho .’’
The Latin term employed by him in describing the action of the
‘ sipho ’ is too plain to be mistaken ; it is ‘jciculandus ,’’ throwing
or casting the water —the same term as is applied to the hurling of
darts or javelins , and casting of stones, &c., by the ballista or
catapult , by the ancient writers .
Fire engines , their use and manufacture , seem to have been
altogether forgotten in the ‘ dark ages,’ and ‘ squirts ’ or portable
syringes appear to have been the only contrivances in use for
throwing water on fires, except buckets . The gross superstition
and thorough ignorance which held all Europe in its grasp not
only prevented the establishment of manufactories for better in¬
struments , but actually discouraged their use ; and instead , the
priests and others proposed trusting to the use of relics and the
tolling ot consecrated bells during fires as far more efficient than
any attempts at extinguishing them by water !
The syringe or squirt , although of most ancient origin , dating
from a period long antecedent to the time of Ctesibius , does not
seem to have come into general use in Europe till late , for it was
not until the close of the sixteenth century that ‘hand squirts ,’ as
they were termed , were introduced into London . Previous to that
time , watchmen , buckets , hooks and ladders only were in use.
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Fosbroke mentions ‘ that cutting away with axes and throwing
water from buckets are spoken of by Petronius and G-ervase of
Canterbury . The owners of houses or chimneys that took fire
were fined, and men were appointed to watch for fires and give
the alarm .’
It seems probable —notwithstanding these accounts , and that
the Romans employed these engines and maintained a force of
men or fire brigade to use them — that their use was not very
general , and there can be little doubt that they gradually fell into
desuetude until a comparatively recent period , when their con¬
struction was revived, but whether in Germany first is uncertain ,
and it is very difficult to ascertain when they were introduced into
that country , though it is highly probable that they were invented ,
if it may be so termed , without previous knowledge of what the
Romans had been doing in this direction .
So far as can be ascertained , tbe first time fire engines were
used in Paris was in the year 1699, and in this year one Dumourier
Duperrier obtained from the king an exclusive right to construct
‘pompes portatives ,’ as these machines were called. These engines
of Duperrier , as engraved and described in the 2nd ed. of Poliniere ’s
‘ Experiences de Physique ,’published in Paris in 1718, have an air
vessel with a working barrel or pump on each side, the pistons
being worked by a double lever, to which the ends of the piston
The cylinders were 4" di. x 16" stroke , and
rods were attached .
were placed in a copper pan of an oval shape and quite open, its
depth being equal to the height of the cylinders , these last being
bolted to a piece of plank which had a short piece of rope fastened
to each corner . The leather delivery hose was screwed to a copper
pipe at one end of the pan , which communicated with the lower
part of the air chamber .
Polinihre relates that the pumps being able only to draw
from the vessel, which being so small that numbers coidd not get
round it to pour in the water from their buckets , when it was
at work they used a canvas or sailcloth bag, coated or made
watertight with pitch or tar , which was connected by a flexible
tube of the same material to the lower part of the pan . The
bag had a conical form, the wide end being uppermost , and
was supported on a folding frame ; the water being poured into
it from the buckets of those around , found its way into the pan ,
whence it was thrown by the pumps on the place required . Ad¬
ditional lengths of pipe , arranged so as to be joined together
by screws, were kept in readiness to reach to the distances that
might be required .
It appears that he was also engaged to keep in repair and work¬
ing order seventeen of these engines , which had been purchased
by the city authorities ; that he had authority to employ and pay
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such workmen as might be required , and that he was paid a
certain salary for these duties .
Up to the year 1722 this number of engines was not increased ,
hut in this year the number was made up to thirty , and they were
located in different parts of the city, according as their services
were more likely to he required , and the salary or payments made
to the parties keeping them in repair amounted to 20,000 livres
yearly. It is said, also, that the city had a great many other engines
besides these, which belonged to the Hotel de Ville, but with these ,
however, Duperrier had nothing to do.
In the year 1634 or 1635 a work entitled ‘A Treatise on Art and
Nature ’ was published by a person named John Batt , containing
remarks on ‘ divers squirts and petty engins to be drawn wpon
wiieeles from place to place, for to quench her among buildings ; the
use whereof hath been found very commodious and profitable in
cities and great townes.’ From this it is evident that something
more powerful than the ‘ three handed ’ squirts was in use for the
purpose of throwing water on fires.
He shows seven descriptions of engines , with the pumps placed
in cisterns or tubs , which are mounted on wheels for convenience
of transport . Single pumps or cylinders are shown in five of the
number , the positions being perpendicular or horizontal ; and one
is shown in an inverted position , with a suction or feed pipe with
a valve at the end. An engine with two horizontal cylinders is
shown, the pistons being worked with an alternate motion by arms
or levers on a vertical shaft moved with a reciprocating rotary
movement by working a horizontal lever to and fro.
He also shows one of these fire engines as a kind of bellows
pump , consisting of two brass cylindrical vessels with the open ends
connected together by a leather bag , if the term may be used,
seeing that both ends were open ; a valve opening upwards beingprovided at the bottom of the lower vessel, and one, also opening
upwards , on the top of the upper one, to which the branch or jet
pipe was attached , and the lower vessel being immersed in water ,
by giving it an up and down movement , the water would be ejected
at each up stroke from the bag yielding and causing the water to
be compressed or forced out at the branch or jet pipe . He says
that these engines sometimes had two levers, being worked by
two men, ‘the lower brasse (vessel) being poysed with two sweeps.’
In the official report or account of the Great Fire of 1666, dated
Whitehall , September 8th of that year , it is remarked that ‘this
lamentable fire in a short time became too big to be managed by
any engines ,’ thus showing that some other sort of apparatus
besides the hand squirts must have been in use.
Evvbank says that the oldest sketch of a complete set of fire
extinguishing apparatus that he met with was in a cut showing
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the interior of a laboratory or smelting furnace, in the old work
‘ De Ee Metallica’ of Agricola, published in 1546. The cut shows
a syringe, a sledge hammer, two fire hooks or preventors, and three

leather buckets, conveniently arranged against a wall. The
syringe, Agricola states, was made of brass, and he calls it ‘ siphun culus orichalceus cujus usus est in incendiis .' It seems that
Beckmann, in his ‘History of Inventions,’ has overlooked this,
and most of the writers of the present day have done the same.
The engraving, fig. 8, shows the apparatus as described, copied by
the author from the edition of
Fie. 8. Fire Tools from Agricola .
1618.
In Rivius’ German transla¬
tion of Vitruvius, made in 1548,
where a sketch or engraving
shows the inside of the barber’s
shop of the father of Ctesibius,
a syringe of an exactly similar
form is shown.
Fire engines seem to have
been introduced into the city of
Augsburg about the year 1518,
for Van Stetten states that in
that year they were first men¬
tioned in the building accounts
of the city. They are there
called ‘instruments for fires,’
or ‘ water syringes,’ and are de¬
scribed as being used at fires.
From the names one would be
led to conclude that they were
a simple squirt, capable of being
used by one man, but we are told
that they went upon wheels; that
the metal parts were made by a
goldsmith at Friedburg, named
Anthony Blanter, and that in
1518 he became a citizen of
Augsburg; and that the wheels
and levers were constructed by a
wheelwright, therefore it is rea¬
sonable to suppose that they were tolerably large machines, and
capable of throwing a tolerable quantity of water.
It is related that when Maurice, who put up the water works at
London Bridge, had in 1582 completed his job, the mayor and
aldermen, after seeing them work, were not a little astonished to
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see the way in which he threw the water .

Stow says, ‘ and they
saw him throw the water over Saint Magnus ’ steeple , before
which time no such thing was known in England as this raising
of water .’
It is a curious fact that no attempt was made after this proof of

lL__!

what could be done to improve the old squirting engines or increase
the power of projection ; but nearly one hundred years elapsed
before any improvement was made, and then only by fresh engines
being introduced a second time from Germany .
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In an old book on surveying , by one Cyprian Lucar , printed in
1590 , be gives the following sketch and description of a portable
squirt or fire engine , which he thus describes :—‘ I set before your
eyes a type of squirt , which hath beene devised to cast much water
upon a burning house, wishing a like squirt and plenty of water
to be alwaies in a readinesse where fire may do harine ; for this
kind of squirt may be made to holde a hoggeshed of water , or if
you will, a greater quantitie thereof , and may be so placed on his
frame that with ease and small strength it shall be mounted ,
imbased or turned to any one side, right against any fixed marke ,
and made to squirt out the water upon that is to be quenched .’
Fig . 9 is a representation of it .
No account is given of the manner of working this machine ,
and it seems to have consisted of a hollow wooden cone, moveable
on a wooden frame , and open at the vertex , to which a long pipe
or even hose might be attached . The water seems to have been
put into this affair, when the piston was drawn back by means of
the funnel on the top of the side of the cone, and forced out
through the vertex by means of the handle shown at the back end.
One Greatorix is mentioned by Evelyn as having invented some¬
thing of this description in the year 1656, but no particulars are
recorded as to what it was, though it is most probable it related to
placing them on wheels or a sledge, and thus making them portable .
None of the earlier engines had either an air vessel or chamber
nor flexible hose, and were in fact single acting squirts or syringes
mounted on wheels, their powers and advantages being of a very
limited nature ; and it does not appear that they came generally
into use in this country until near the commencement of the
eighteenth century .
Decaus , in his ‘ Forcible Movements ,’ published in 1615 , de¬
scribes and illustrates a German engine of that period , which he
calls ‘ a rare and necessary engin , by which you may give greate
reliefe to houses that are on fire. This engin is much practiced
in Germany , and it hath been seen what great and ready help it
may bring ; for although the fire be 40 foot high , the said engin
shall there cast its water by help of four or five men lifting up
and putting down a long handle , in form of a lever , where the
handle of the pump is fastned . The said pump is easily under¬
stood : there are two suckers (valves) within it, one below to open
when the handle is lifted up , and to shut when it is put down,
and another to open to let out the water ; and at the end of the
said engin there is a man which holds the copper pipe , turning it
to and again to the place where the fire shall be.’
It seems highly probable that the angular connection between
the branch pipe and the delivery pipe of this engine would be of
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some flexible material rather than of such a shape in rigid metal .
The hydraulists of ancient times , or at least at that period , would
hardly have perpetrated such a monstrosity in the form shown,
and which is copied from the drawing , and it certainly could not
add to the facility for the man holding the ‘copper pipe ’ to turn
‘ it to and again

t

to the place where

the fire shall

be .’

Fig. 10. Decaus
’ Engine.

It will be seen in fig. 10 that the cistern in which the pump was
placed is fastened to a sledge, so as to he moved about as required .
Air vessels were not applied to these engines , and the water was
poured into the cistern , in which the pump was placed , from
buckets , by some of the persons employed in extinguishing the fire,
women frequently assisting in this part of the business. Most
probably engines of this description were in use in London at
the time of the Great Fire , and were those referred to in the official
report of the fire alluded to elsewhere.
In another old book, published in 1634, entitled ‘The Mysteries
of Nature and Art,’ by J . B., is the following description of a manual
engine :— ‘The description of an Engine to force Water up to a High
Place , very usefull for to quench Fire amongst Buildings .—Let
there be a brasse barrell provided , having two succurs at the bottom
of it ; let it also have a good large pipe going up on one side of it ,
with a succur nigh unto the top of it , and above the succur a
hollow round ball having a pipe at the top of it , to screw another
upon it to direct the water to any place. Then fit a forcer unto
the barrell , with a handle fastened unto the top . At the upper end
of the forcer drive a strong screw, and at the lower end a screwnut . At the bottom of the barrell fasten a screw, and at the
barre that goetli crosse the top of the barrell , let there be
another screw nut . Put them all in order, and fasten the whole
to a good strong frame , that it may be steddy , and it is done.
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When you use it, either place it in the water or over a kennel , and
drive the water up to it, and by moving the handle to and fro it
will cast the water with mighty force up to any place you may
direct .’ Fig . 11 is an engraving
Fig . 11. J . B.’s Engine , 1634.
of it.
In the year 1657 there was an
engine at Nuremburg , invented or
made there by one John Ilautsch ,
and drawn about by two horses,
which threw a stream of water one
inch in diameter to a height of
eighty feet when worked by
twenty -eight men ; it was mounted
on a sledge ten feet in length and
four feet wide, and the water
cistern was eight feet in length ,
four feet in height , and two feet in width . Casper Schott , the
Jesuit , was very much struck with it , and admired it exceedingly .
It is said that engravings of this engine were circulated about
Germany by Ilautsch , and that he offered to construct similar en¬
gines to order, at a moderate price , and instruct people in their use,
but he would not show Schott the internal arrangement . It seems
that the cylinders , or pump barrels , were in a horizontal position
instead of vertical , as in the usual arrangement at present ; but in
the old book published in 1634, entitled ‘ The Mysteries of Nature
and Art,’ a sketch is shown of a small fire engine having the
single acting cylinder in a vertical position , shown in fig. 11.
In his remarks on the engine of Ilautsch , Schott relates that
it is not a new invention , there being such in vise in other towns,
and that in the year 1617 he had seen a much smaller one in
Konigshofen , his native city. Similar and probably improved en¬
gines of this description were made by George Ilautsch , sou of
the John Hautsch before spoken of, as we find that the in¬
vention of this engine has been ascribed to him by Wagenseil and
others .
About the year 1633, engines of this description were introduced
into London , and three of them were used at a fire at London
Bridge . It was said of them that they ‘were such excellent things
that nothing that was ever devised could do so much good yet
none of these did prosper , for they were all brokenfi
om which
we should gather that they were very slightly and inefficiently con¬
structed .
In the year 1675 an account of these engines was published in
the 11th volume of the ‘ Philosophical Transactions ,’ which was as
follows:—‘ This engine is a chest of copper , pierced with many
holes above, and holds within it the body of a pump , whose
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sucker is raised and abased by two levers—these levers having
each of them two arms, and each arm being fitted to be laid
hold on by both hands of a man . Each lever is pierced in the
middle by a mortaise , in which an iron nail (bolt ), which passes
through the handle (rod ) of the sucker , turns when the sucker is
raised or lowered. Near the body of the pump there is a copper
pot, i (air vessel), joined to it by the tube G, and having another
tube , K n l , which in n may be turned every way. To make
this engine play, water is poured upon the chest, to enter in
at the holes that are in the cover thereof . The water is drawn
into the body of the pump at the hole F at the time when the
sucker is raised, and when the same is let down the valve of the
same hole shuts , and forces the water to pass through the hole
into the tube g, of which the valve being lifted up , the water
enters into the pot, and filling the bottom , it enters through the
hole into the tube ksl
in such a manner that when the
water is higher than the (orifice of the ) tube K, and the hole
of the tube G is shut by the valve, the air enclosed in the pot
hath no issue, and it comes to pass that when you continue to
make the water enter into the pot by the tube G, which is much
thicker (larger ) than the aperture of the end l , at which it must
issue, it must needs be that the surplus of the water that enters
into the pot, and exceeds that which at the same time issues through
the small end of the jet , compresses the air to find place in the
pot ; which makes that , whilst the sucker is raised again to make
Fig . 12. Hautsch 's Engine .

new water, to enter into the body of the pump , the air which has
been compressed in the pot drives the surplus of the water by the
force of its spring , meantime that a new compression of the sucker
makes new water to enter , and causes also a new compression of
the air. And thus the course of the water which issues by the
jet is always entertained in the same state .’ Fig . 12 is a represen¬
tation of this engine
.
O
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It does not appear that these engines were mounted on wheels,
hut they seem to have been provided with means of carrying them
about with staves, or poles, as was done with sedan chairs. The
direction of the jet of water could be changed as required by the
arrangement of a hall and socket kind of joint, as shown in the
engraving. This was no doubt a tolerably efficient engine, and
must have been found a great improvement on the intermittent
or spouting arrangement in use before it.
It seems that the chief apparatus used for extinguishing fires
at that period in London were leather buckets and brass squirts,
and these were considered valuable auxiliaries for this purpose for
some time after the Great Fire of 1666. The following sketch, fig.
13, is a copy of one of these hand squirts, five of which are still to
be seen, kept in a rack in the vestry room of St. Dionis Backchurch,
Fen church Street. It is drawn to the scale of 1^ inches to the
foot. These were made of brass, and had a capacity of about
Fig . 13.

Syringe

from

St . Dionis

Backchvrch

.

two quarts of water ; the hole in the nozzle for the passage of
the water was half an inch in diameter. The method of using
them was as follows: two men, one on each side of the squirt,
took hold of the handles shown in the cut with one hand, and
the nozzle with the other ; and a third took hold of the handle
at the end of the piston rod, drawing it up or out, whilst
the nozzle was held in the water contained in a hole or
vessel close by ; the hearers then held it up, pointing the nozzle
towards the burning premises, whilst No. 3, at the handle, forced
in the piston, driving the water out with a strength and velocity
proportionate to the power applied, the attention and care of the
bearers being directed to secure as much of the water as possible
reaching the burning materials.
In 1676 one Theodore Lattenhowers, of Holland, obtained a
patent for an engine ‘ with leather pipe for raising water for
drenching fires and other uses.’ In the subject matter of the
patent list the patent is given as belonging to Goodwin Wharton
and Bernard Strode.
Belidor, in his ‘ Architecture Hydraulique,’ published in the
year 1739, at p. 190 of vol. ii. states that M. Perrault, in his
‘ Commentary on Vitruvius,’ p. 318, speaks of a pump which was
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in the king 's library at Paris in his time , which ‘ threw water
to a
great height at fires, and that this machine possessed a
peculiar
feature which none of the others had (and a description of which
may be seen in the work “ Des Forces Mouvantes ,” by
Solomon
Decaus, published at Frankfort in 1615, and at Paris in 1623),
that with a single piston , by means of air , the water was forced
out
in a continuous stream , which is not internipted when the
piston
draws waterbut
he does not mention the date of its manufacture ,
or the name of the inventor . This engine had the air
vessel,
which is claimed to be invented by Leupold prior to the year 1720,
and was used by Ctesibius 150 years b.c.
In the ‘ Histoire de l’Academie ’ for the year 1725, p. 78, it
is
stated that when M. du Fay was at Strasbourg , M. Jacob
Leupold
had a pump which threw water in a continuous stream , using
only
one piston, and that he made a great mystery of it ; but that
M.
du Fay immediately stated the reason of it .
In 1712 Nicholas Lewis Maundrell and John Grey obtained
a
patent for making an engine for raising water in a new and sur¬
prising manner , of great use in extinguishing fires.
In 1721 Richard Newsham of London , pearl button
maker ,
obtained his first patent for ‘a new water engine for the quenching
and extinguishing fires.’ It is amusingly set forth in the
speci¬
fication and description of it, that it is an engine ‘ which by its
contrivance in working with more winches or cranks on the outside
than any water engine heretofore made (none having more
two cranks to work with ), a new contrived winch or crankthan
in
imitacon of a crane called a crane crank , acts with a double
mocon, and hath a new invented clack with
half wheels, also
a new fashioned worm which works without four
racks or ladders so
fixed that one forcer begins before the other hath left
and
causes a continued stream without intermission , andforcing,
with such
force that it throws out or empties one hundred and ten gallons
of
water in one minute ’s time , or a little more, and at a
greater
distance than any other water engine can ; and as it excells all other
water engines in the performance , so it likewise differs in the
in¬
vention and contrivances , and the peticoner conceives it may be
properly called a perpetual engine for quenching and extinguish¬
ing of fires : that he hath play ’d his said engine before
severall
great persons, and also before the directors of the Hand -andIIand
Insurance Office, who were extremely well satisfied with the per¬
formance thereof .’
In 1724 William Mason and Thomas Chamflower patented
a
machine , called a syphon or attracting engine , for raising water to
extinguish fires, in which they used segments and chains for work¬
ing the pistons , just as was done by Newsham in the year after .
In 1725 Richard Newsham patented liis well known fire
engine ,
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in which he described the use of segments and chains for working
the pistons . In his engines he employed a set of men to work at
the levers as usual , and a second set who stood on the engine above
the levers, holding on to a handrail , and stepping off and on to
the treadles or foot pieces as each lever was raised or depressed ,
their weight , in addition to the strength of the pumpers at the
levers, giving the engine great power, and certainly producing
greater results than any engine worked on the old plan . These
engines are termed by the Americans ‘ two deckers ,’ from the way
in which the men worked, one set above another .
In a book entitled ‘ Universal System of Water and Works ,’
written by Stephen Switzer and published in 1734, he gives
extracts from the two circulars of Fowke and Newsham , both rival
pump and fire engine makers of the same time . Of the first the
circular runs as follows :—
‘ Mr. Fowke, Nightingale Lane , Wapping , makes—
‘ 1. Constant

stream ’d engines

for extinguishing

fires , the larger

sizes play two streams at once, being the first and only of their
kind , and does the office of two engines , and so contrived as to be
drawn through , and , if occasion requires , worked in a passage three

feet wide, which no other can, and will feed themselves with a
sucking -pipe . Their movements are easy and natural , having a
perpendicular stroke , and are without either rack , wheel, chain or
crank , whereby the friction is lessened more than any others , and
consequently requires less strength , are more useful, and less
liable to disorder and decay, and much cheaper than any other ,
and therefore are by judicious persons esteemed preferable to all
others . By screwing a pipe they water gardens , dispersing the
particles of water for about fourteen yards square , like small rain .
The four larger sizes run on wheels, and the other two carried by
two men like a chair .’
In the extract from the second circular , it is stated that Newsham endeavours to counteract Fowke , which Fowke also does in
respect to him . In his circular of engines , he introduces them to
the public as follows :—
‘ Kichard Newsham, of Cloth Fair , London , engineer , makes the
most useful , substantial , and convenient engines for quenching
fires, which carries continual streams with great force. He hath
play ’d several of them before his majesty and the nobility at St.
James ’s with so general an approbation that the largest was at the
same time ordered for the use of that royal palace . The largest
engine will go through a passage about three feet wide in com¬
plete working order , without taking off or putting on anything ,
and may be worked with ten men in the said passage. One
man can quickly and with ease move the largest size about in
the compass it stands in , and is to be play ’d without rocking
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upon any uneven ground with hands and feet, or hands only,
which cannot be paralleled by any other sort whatsoever.
‘ There is conveniency for above twenty men to apply their full
strength , and yet reserve both ends of the cistern clear from incum¬
brance , that others at the same time may be pouring in water
which drains through large copper strainers . The staves that are
fixed through the leavers along the sides of the engine for the
men to work by, though very light , as alternate motion with quick
returns require ; yet will not spring and lose time the least : but
the staves of such engines as are wrought at the ends of the
cistern , will spring or break if they be of such length as is
necessary for a large engine when a considerable power is apply ’d;
and cannot be fast because they must at all times he taken out
before that engine can go through a passage. The playing two
streams at once do neither issue a greater quantity of water , nor is
it new, or so useful, there having been of the like sort at the steel
yard and other places thirty or forty years ; and the water being
divided the distance and pace are accordingly lessen’d thereby .
‘ Those who pretend to make the forcers work in the barrels with
a perpendicular stroke , without racks , wheels, chains, crank ,
pulley , or the like , by any kind of contrived leavers or circular
motion whatsoever , with less friction than if guided and worked
by wheel and chains (which of all methods is the best ) do only
discover their ignorance ; they may as reasonably argue that a
great weight can be dragg ’d upon a sledge with as little strength
as if drawn upon wheels.
‘ As to the treddles on which the men work with their feet, there
is no method so powerful with the like velocity and quickness, and
more natural and safe for the men . Great attempts have been
made to exceed, but none yet could equal this sort ; the fifth size
of which hath play ’d above the grasshopper upon the Boyal
Exchange , which is upwards of fifty-five yards high , and this in
the presence of many thousand spectators .
‘ Those with the suction feed themselves with water from a canal,
pond, well, &c., or out of their own cisterns , by the turn of a cock
without interrupting the stream . They are far less liable to dis¬
order , much more durable in all their parts , than any extant , and
play off large quantities of water to a great distance , either from
the engine or a leather pipe , or pipes of any length requir ’d ; (the
screws all fitting each other ). This the cumbersome squirting
engines, which take up four times more room, cannot perform ;
neither do they throw one fourth part of their water on the fire
at the like distances , but lose it by the way ; nor can they use
leather pipe with them to much advantage , whatever necessity there
may be for it . The five large sizes go upon wheels well box’d
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with brass fitted to strong iron axles, and the other is to be carried
like a chair .’
It will be seen that Newsham declares his engines had thrown
a stream ‘ upwards of 55 yards high ,’ or a height equal to 165
feet, ‘in the presence of many thousand spectators .’ Now this
enormous height may have been reached during the trial ; hut it
is thought it should have been said that to those standing near the
engine it seemed to throw to that height , it being well known that
the actual would be far less than the apparent , owing to the angle
at which the spectators on the ground would view the grasshopper
and the stream of water thrown by the engine .
These engines manufactured by Newsham were made in six
sizes, and the engine that threw this wonderful stream , viz. one
of the fifth size, was said to deliver 160 gallons per minute . It
seems that these were the first double acting engines with an air
vessel, and with levers at the sides, and treadles , ever made in
England ; and he secured his invention , which no doubt it was, by
patent in the year 1725. Fig . 14 is a representation of one of
them , but the author has been unable to find one of Fowkes’.
Fig . 14.

Newsham ’s Engine , 1725 .

The sector and chain for working the pumps , the application of
which to this is generally given to Newsham, were used by William
Mason and Thomas Chamflower, and are shown in the drawing
accompanying their patent , which was granted to them in the
year 1724.
It was remarked of Newsham, by a writer in the ‘London Maga¬
zine ’ for 1752, that in his engines he gave ‘ a nobler presen t to his
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country , than if he had added provinces to Great Britain .’
Desaguliers considered that no part of the engines could be
altered for the better , and the general feeling was greatly in favour
of them , they being purchased by the various parishes throughout
the kingdom , and he received numerous orders for them from all
parts of the world ; and it is worthy of note , that the first manual
engine used in New York was one of his, and that the first steam
fire engine made and used in America was also invented and made
by an Englishman , Mr. Paul R. Hodge, C.E .
The improvements introduced by Newsham were most impor¬
tant , converting a crude imperfect machine into one that was
really efficient and suitable for the purpose , and in which great
skill and engineering knowledge had been brought to bear ; and
from this engine the modern manual differs but little , and has
been but little improved . By substituting levers at the sides, in¬
stead of at the ends, he enabled greater power to be applied to
working it ; the use of bent axles enabled the engine to be kept
nearer to the ground , and enabled the men to work the levers
with ease and convenience, besides making the engine more port¬
able and handy . He applied an improved three way cock, and
arranged it so as to work by suction , or from the cistern , a plan
still followed by the makers of the present day ; and he arranged
the gooseneck, or swivel joint , for changing the direction of the
jet , by means of screws of a fine thread , so as to be a practical
and efficient job . Many of these engines are still in use, capable
Fig . 15. Engine of 17th century .

of doing good service, and present every appearance of still
greater durability .
The ordinary manual engine in use in England in the middle of
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the eighteenth century is represented in the engraving fig. 15,
hut this was soon superseded by the more convenient and efficient
engine of Newsham .
At page 88 of vol. ii. M. Belidor describes a fire pump made at
Strasbourg , mounted on wheels, to he drawn by men or horses ,
and capable of being worked by several men . The pumps , two in
number , were 4" diam . x 8" or 10" stroke , and were contained in
Fig . 16.

Strasbourg

Engine , 1739 .

the box or cistern forming the body of the engine ; and perforated
partitions to act as strainers were used, but it . seems that no air
vessel was provided . The engraving (fig. 16) is an illustration of it .
Fig . 17.

Ypres

Engine , 1739 .
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He next describes a somewhat similar engine , made at Ypres ,
but mounted on a sledge instead of wheels. This engine had been
most successfully used a number of times , and was looked on as
the best in the country . It was unprovided with an air vessel, hut
had a swivelling branch pipe , seven feet in length , capable of turn¬
ing in any direction . The pumps of this engine were worked by
a rowing motion , the men taking hold of the pins in the horizontal
bars and moving them backwards and forwards, a plan patented
within the last few years. Both of these have large descriptive
plates , containing plans and sections drawn to scale. Fig . 17 is
an engraving of it .
Now something more practical and efficient as a fire engine is
met with, which is, as he says, on a ‘different principle to the two
just described, such as are found in several towns in Holland .’ In
the plate and description the pump barrels , 4ij?" diam . x about
9" stroke , are placed one on each side of a large air vessel placed
in a square box, and on
-- Fig . 18. Dutch Engine , 1739 .
each side
of them is a per¬
forated partition or strainer .
At the bottom of this air
vessel is the outlet for the
delivery hose tobeattached ,
and the water comes in from
the pumps some few inches
aboveitorhigherup . Across
the top of the box, reaching
from one side to the other ,
is a bridge piece, forming a fulcrum for the pump handles to work
on. This was a very compact snug affair, measuring about
3' x 2' 6" x 2' 0", and appears to be so arranged as to allow of
being worked by four or six men , as will be seen by the engraving ,
fig. 18.
The modern manual fire engine , it is said, was introduced into
this country from Holland and Germany , somewhere about the
year 1688, having been used in those countries long before ; though
it is probable that it must have been earlier than this, for
in the year 1857 there was still in existence, and in working order,
in the village of Bethlehem , Pennsylvania , U.S., a manual engine
made in London in the year 1689, from which it would seem
reasonable to suppose the manufacture of these engines was a
recognised business in London at that time .
History relates that when King William III . landed in Torbay
in Devonshire, in 1688, a quantity of fire engines and implements
were brought from Holland ; and up to 1847 some of them were
to be found in several of the public buildings in London .
These fire engines were, however, very imperfect — at least to our
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modern notions ; for being a simple sucking and forcing pump , un¬
provided with an air vessel, the water, instead of being thrown in
an uninterrupted stream , was projected in spurts , only during the
forcing action of the pump , and during the sucking action was
entirely suspended ; and as they were unprovided with lengths of
flexible hose, they had to be brought close up to the fire, and by
this means their utility must have been sadly circumscribed .
It seems that the first person in modern times to employ the air
vessel in the fire engines made in Germany was Leupold , who
made and sold great numbers of these engines . He kept their
construction , however, a secret, but gave an account of the engine
in a small work consisting of four quarto sheets , published in 1720.
These engines as made by him only weighed sixteen pounds , occu¬
pied a very small space, bad one cylinder , and were contained in a
strong closed copper box well soldered up ; and a man could, by
their means, project a continuous stream of water to the height of
twenty or thirty feet.
Before the introduction of flexible delivery hose the engines
used at fires were frequently burnt , it being necessary to place them
close to the fire for them to be of any use. This was particularly
the case in the Great Fire of London , and also in 1731 at Bland ford in Dorsetshire , where a great part of the town was destroyed ,
and, in the words of an eye witness, ‘ the engines were soon burnt .’
It is said that Hautsch had adapted to his fire engines a flexible
pipe , but it would seem that it was simply a swivelling joint where
the branch joins the engine , by which means the stream could be
turned in any required direction . Belidor , in his ‘Architecture
Ilydraulique ,’ shows_this arrangement in the drawings of several
fire engines described in that work, and engines of this descrip¬
tion were the only ones used in France in his time ; and it does
not seem that any others were used in England up to 1760.
The invention of the leather hose, both for suction and delivery ,
which could be joined together to form a pipe of any length that may
be required , was a great improvement , and is due to two Dutch¬
men , both named Jan Van der Heide , who filled the office of
inspectors of fire extinguishing apparatus at Amsterdam . In the
year 1672 they first publicly tested it, with such successful results
that at a fire which occurred during the next year , the old engines
were used for the last time , and the new improved engines intro¬
duced as substitutes . In the year 1677 an exclusive privilege
was granted to them for the period of twenty -five years to
manufacture these engines .
During the year 1682 a sufficient number of their improved
engines had been made to enable them to be placed all over the
city , and the old ones were then entirely withdrawn from use.
By the year 1695 the city of Amsterdam alone possessed sixty of
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these engines, and it was arranged that whenever a fire occurred
in any district , the six engines nearest to the fire were immediately
to run to it ; and we find that in a few years more these engines
were in common use in all the towns in the Netherlands . The
suction hose used in these engines was made of leather , and the
end which entered the water had a piece of cork attached to it to
float it, the opening or suction hole being fitted with a grating or
brass plate full of small holes to act as a strainer and keep mud
or dirt from entering .
The plan invented by the Van der Heides for bringing the water
to the engines where not supplied by suction , consisted of a leather
hose attached to the engine , the other end of which was formed
into a bag kept distended by means of a frame , and by means of a
sufficient length of hose this bag could be brought close to the
reservoir and the water poured in from buckets .
They soon, however, improved upon this plan by the invention of
a pump called a ‘ snake pump ,’ attached to the hose, which, by
communicating with the water , kept the engine supplied at a
distance of a thousand feet, and did away with the use of buckets ,
their great waste of water in carrying , and the hard labour neces¬
sitated by their use.
The use of leather pipes or tubes for the conveyance of water is
of very ancient origin , for Pliny relates that the ancient inhabi¬
tants of the Island of Andros obtained fresh water from the springs
at the bottom of the sea by sinking a bell of lead over the spring ,
to the top of which bell a leather pipe or tube was attached , and
by means of which the fresh water was conveyed to the surface.
The employment of flexible hose strong enough to bear a good
pressure of water has in no small degree increased the facility and
effect with which fires can be combated by means of water forced
through it ; but , although this flexible hose had long been known
on the Continent , it was many years before it came into use in
England . This hose was, however, generally found to be very
defective, and it does not seem to have been used in this country
until after 1760.
Some sorts were made of canvas covered with a cement or paint
to make them watertight ; another sort was the seamless hose
woven in a tubular form by machine , such as has been introduced
at a very recent period as a new invention ; and the next sort was.
the leather , which is now so generally used with such satisfactory
results as to prove the truth of the old proverb , that ‘there is
nothing like leather .’ This last, when sewn, however, was very
difficult to keep watertight , but the employment of copper rivets ,
in the mode introduced into this country by Mr. Jacob Perkins in
1819, has completely overcome this difficulty. The leather delivery
hose made by the Van der Heides was sewn together at the seams,
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and made in lengths of fifty feet , with brass screws fitted to the
ends, so that any number of lengths could be quickly joined , as
occasion might require . There is not , however, any record found
of their having used suction hose, in the present acceptance of the
term , with the old engines then in use, though it is generally be¬
lieved that they are the inventors of suction hose, they having made
some new engines about 1675 which worked from hose of this kind .
The original mode of making this hose, by sewing the seams or
edges together , remained unchanged from 1672 to about the year
1807 or 1808, at which time Messrs. Sellers and Pennock , of Phila¬
delphia , substituted rivets for this purpose , and riveted leather
hose was used in America for many years before it was introduced
into this country . At the close of the year 1819, Mr. Jacob Per¬
kins ( who brought out the steam gun , and many useful and beauti¬
ful inventions in engraving ) introduced this improved manufacture
into England , together with an improved hose coupling , by means
of which the hose could be joined without twisting or diminishing
the waterway, for which he was awarded a silver medal by the
Society of Arts .
It was in the first quarter of the eighteenth century that the
manual engine began to have the attention of observant and prac¬
tical men given to its development and improvement , and the
results were of a most beneficial and satisfactory character . By
these improvements the engine was greatly increased in utility and
efficiency, and the great advantages and convenience to be gained
by the invention and application of the flexible hose were enabled
to be fully brought out .
A manual fire engine made by Neubert was tried in 1769 at
Hamburg , and when worked by eight men threw water to a height
of between 62 and 63 feet.
In 1774 John Blanch patented a pump or engine to act as a
common pump , and for extinguishing fires, which according to the
statement in the patent would ‘ force the water fifty yards high in
a constant stream .’
Lieut . Jekyll , K.N., also succeeded in converting a ship’s pump
into a fire engine , which when worked by seven men , threw a stream
of water 76 feet high and 108 feet horizontally . When three
pumps were set to work into one receiver , he found that the water
was thrown much higher , and with great force.
In the year 1792 Mr. Charles Simpkin (afterwards of the firm
of Hadley , Simpkin , and Lott ), London , patented an improvement
in fire engines , ‘ which consisted principally in the employment of
separate valve chambers for containing the valves, instead of
placing them within the cylinders and air vessels as was done
previously .’ These valves were made entirely of metal , instead of
leather , as was usual at that period , and were so placed as to hang
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perpendicularly over the openings , and close and open with the
least power and greatest ease. Their position also prevented any
dirt lodging on the seat, and greatly increased their freedom from
derangement .
These valves were so great an improvement , and were found to
add so much to the durability and efficiency of the manual engine,
that they have continued in constant use for manuals up to the
present day, and have also been applied to steam fire engines,
notwithstanding the advent of indiarubber and many other pro¬
posed substitutes , none of which, on trial , have been found to give
such satisfactory results , all points being taken into consideration .
In 1785 Joseph Bramah of Piccadilly , engine maker , obtained a
patent for a ‘hydrostatical machine upon a new construction ,’ in
which the ‘advantages principally arise from the piston ’s having
its motion round a centre , in a rotary direction , instead of recipro¬
cating in a straight cylinder , by which the fluid is kept in
constant motion . This said engine will in many instances be found
much superior to any such as reciprocate in a straight cylinder on
the common principle , especially for extinguishing engines and
various sorts of pumps .’
In 1793 Joseph Bramah patented ‘several improvements and
additions to a fire engine invented by me,’ which was that he
had patented in 1785. In this he arranged the engine as a large
cylindrical vessel, made of staves and hoops like a cask, but the
hoops had lugs or ears, with a bolt and nut by which they could be
tightened , and a manhole was provided for cleaning the inside if
required .
The engine was attached to one end of the cylinder or cistern ,
and the internal parts consisted of two wings or fans, in each of which
was a valve for the admission of the water through them , keyed
on to a horizontal central shaft, which worked through stuffing
boxes on each side of the box or case in which they were contained .
These wings worked watertight in the case, and by the provision
of inlet and outlet valves the water was drawn in and forced out
by the alternate semirotary motion of the piston caused by
working the levers as in an ordinary manual of the present day.
The whole was mounted on wheels, for easy removal from place
to place, and it could be worked from the water contained in the
cistern , which would hold five hogsheads, or else by suction in the
usual manner . This engine was closely copied by Barton , soonafter , who made a slight variation in the details , keeping to the
semirotary piston . Some of Bramah ’s engines are still in use in
London.
In the Transactions of the American Society of Arts for 1794
will be found the plan proposed by Mr. Benjamin Dearborn for
making a common lift pump throw water .
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In the year 1796 Mr . R. Buchanan , of Rothsay , arranged the
common pump so that it might be used as a fire engine .
Sir Samuel Bentham arranged a force pump in 1797, so as to
he worked like a capstan by thirty men, and he found that he
could obtain a good jet of 110 feet horizontally , and from 60 to
70 feet vertically . On many occasions, at Chatham and Sheerness ,
and other places where his fire extinguishing arrangements were
carried out, many serious fires were prevented by them .
In 1807 Mr. Hornblower , so well known in connection with
expansive steam engines , brought out a small portable fire engine ,
which stood on 14 inches square and 2 feet high , and could be
carried with ease from one part of a house to another . It was
intended to be kept full of water in some place handy for use.
Fire engines , as now made , are of two descriptions , hand or
manual , and steam , used on the land ; and floating engines worked
by either of the two powers, for service afloat, in docks or rivers,
and for fires near the waterside . These are arranged in wooden
or iron hulls propelled by steam or hand power, and also on board
ships for quenching or extinguishing fires that may occur in them .
The date at which floating fire engines were first employed on
the river Thames or elsewhere canuot now be ascertained ; hut
the author has seen in the books of the firm of Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co. an entry of cost of repairing the floating fire engine
belonging to the London Assurance Corporation in the year 1793.
In consequence of this , a letter asking for information on the
subject was addressed to the secretary , but no reply has been
received. In the same books there is an entry of repairs done to
the floating engine belonging to the Sun in 1803, which it is said
was at least forty years old at that time .
In the year 1812 Mr . Tilley , predecessor of Messrs. Shand ,
Mason, and Co., constructed a floating engine worked by the
crank motion , for service in the London Docks ; and a second was
built by him in 1848. The floating fire engines on the Thames
were usually worked by a continuous rotary or crank movement ,
hut Mr . Braidwood having found that they were often liable to cause
accidents to the men working them , had the working gear changed
to levers similar to those used in the ordinary land manual .
The chief improvements in the manual engine , made since the
time of Newsham , consist in the substitution of metallic valves for
those of leather ; the disuse of treadles , sectors, and chains ; the
substitution of metal for wood in most of the parts of the carriage ;
increasing the length of the carriage and levers, so as to admit of
a greater number of men being employed ; arranging the levers so
as to fold up into a shorter length for travelling ; mounting them
on springs , and arranging them so as to he drawn by horses ; pro¬
viding places in the engine in which the various appliances and
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equipments necessary for use can be carried with it ; curving the
waterways, increasing the size of the passages, and diminishing
the resistance to the passage of the water, and the application of
the air vessel to the suction of the engine .
In 1820 a great improvement and convenience in using these
engines at fires was made by Mr. William Baddeley , C.E., who in¬
vented a portable canvas dam or cistern , supported by a wrought
iron framework , which on being placed with its opening over the
hole or plug, enabled a body of clean, pure water, as it issued
from the pipes, to be collected in it through a hole in the bottom ,
so that the suction hose of the engine could draw from it without
fear of drawing up stones and dirt , or the water could be taken
out in buckets . Prior to this , a ‘ tub ’ carried on the tail of the
engine was used, or it was the custom to break up the roadway or
street , and make a hole for the water to gather in, from which it
was drawn by the suction pipe —an expensive , clumsy job , one
involving some time to do, and likewise some time to replace .
So strong , however, was the prejudice of the fire people, who pre¬
ferred their old stick -in-the -mud ways to this simple and efficient
plan , that it was not until the year 1836 that it was adopted by
them as useful and efficient, it having required the lapse of no less
than sixteen years to make this manifest ; and in the year 1838
Mr. Baddeley received the silver medal of the Society of Arts for
this simple and excellent invention . This dam has been lately
improved and rendered capable of being folded into a smaller
compass, in 1863, by Mr. L. M. Becker , formerly lieutenant of the
late Lambeth Fire Brigade (where it was used under his superin¬
tendence with the well known steamer ‘ Torrent ’), and also by Mr.
William Roberts, of Mill wall, who in the year 1864 arranged the
framework , by means of rule joints in the middle of the length of
the four vertical standards or supports , so that they were kept open
by the weight or pressure of the water in the inside, and on
pushing them inwards the dam collapsed and the water escaped,
by which means the construction of the dam was much simplified.
These will be more fully described under the head of Appliances .
In the larger sized manual engines the levers or handles were .
originally in one length , and projected a considerable distance
before and behind the body of the engine ; but these were arranged
early in the present century by Messrs. Hadley and Simpkin , the
predecessors of Merryweather and Sons, so as to fold up and not
exceed, when closed, the length of the body of the engine ; a plan
which added not a little to its convenience, and enabled the length
of the body of the engine to be considerably reduced .
On referring to the old books of the firm, the author finds the
following :—‘ Sept, 21, 1811. Atlas . Taking off the turn over
handles ,’ &c. &c. and ‘ Sept. 29, 1813. The Globe. A new ring ,
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staple , chain , and double key to the joint handles , &c. &c. which
shows that they had made engines in this way at an early period of
the present century .
The application of springs to the manual engine , and fitting
them with the fire carriage to lock under the cistern , was first
carried out by the firm of Hadley and Simpkin , early in the
present century .
In the year 1827 a rotary manual fire engine , invented by
a Mr. John Milton Cooper, was tried against some of the ordinary
fire engines belonging to New York . It was worked by 16 men
with an 11" lever , and discharged through a 4" pipe more water
than three 8" cylinders with 9" stroke and 15" lever worked by
34 men , and as much water as four 6cylinders , by 9" stroke ,
worked by 36 men with 24" lever. This experiment was tried in
the Corporation yard at New York , in September 1827. When
tried at Boston against the New York and Hydraulion engines,
with a lever 11 inches long and 12 men to work it, it threw more
water than the two engines worked by 36 men , and with levers
24 inches long. This was tried in State Street , Boston, in the
same month and year as the former . In none of the accounts of
these trials are the number of revolutions per minute of the ro¬
tating piston given ; consequently , as a means of comparing the
results of the working of this engine against the others , these trials
are of little use.
In 1827 Mr. Wm . Baddeley was desired by the London
Assurance Company to inspect their floating fire engine to see
what improvement could be made in facilitating its navigation ,
and after going into the matter , he prepared designs of a plan
for propelling the boat by means of paddle wheels, worked by
the same handles or levers as were employed in working the
pumps , so arranged as to be thrown in or out of gear as required .
Mr . Baddeley communicated this to the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’ in
1834. This same plan was carried out in the floating engine built
by Merryweather for the Russian government in 1841.
The use of ‘beating springs ,’ or ‘ bumpers ’ as they are termed ,
to receive the bumps or blows of the levers of manual fire engines
when in use, was strongly recommended by Mr . Wm. Baddeley in
the year 1829. He stated that indiarubber answered well for
a short period , but soon went to pieces and was destroyed by the
force of the blows. After some consideration , he succeeded in
perfecting a very simple arrangement of springs for this purpose ,
which was found very beneficial in practice . Mr . Baddeley in
1834 wrote to the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ,’ stating that ‘the ne
plus ultra of fire extinguishing machinery would be a steam
floating fire engine of about 30 horse power. The boat , an iron
one, should be built as sharp as possible, and not to draw above 10
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or 12 inches of water . The power of the steam engine should he
capable of being applied to the pumps or the paddles at pleasure .
To render such a machine as efficacious as possible, a small fire
should be continually burning , so as to keep the water at a
temperature of about 100° or 150°. The boat should be run
up and down the river occasionally, at least once a week, to
ensure the perfect working of the steam apparatus . Under such
a system the steam might be got up and the paddles started in ten
minutes after receiving an alarm of fire.’
In the year 1835 Mr . Merryweather (now of the firm of Merry weather and Sons) introduced some important improvements in
the form of the interior of the nozzles used in fire engines , by
means of which a more solid and powerful stream of water was
enabled to be thrown by an engine , and this form is that now
followed by most English makers .
In 1835 Mr. Tilley introduced a manual engine constructed
entirely of metal , not a particle of wood being employed in its
construction , the valves, pistons , &c., being entirely metallic . A
great advantage in this sort of engine was the complete accessi¬
bility of all its parts , none of them , as in the ordinary manual
engine , being boxed up from view ; and to get at the valves
the covers of the valve chambers were easily reached , and opened
in a few minutes . The engine was mounted on four cast iron
wheels, and altogether had a light businesslike appearance .
In 1837 Mr. Tilley made the waterways to the delivery hose in
a curved form, instead of proceeding at right angles from the
outlet from the air vessel, as in other engines, and applied it
to one of the floating fire engines on the river Thames.
In the same year a very compact arrangement for a stationary
fire engine was described by Mr. Wm. Baddeley , in which he
proposed it should be worked like a capstan by means of hand¬
spikes, and it could be bolted down to a ship’s deck, or fastened
wherever wanted . The engine , which had two 6" x 12" pumps ,
was very compact and sightly , and the pistons were worked by
cranks which were rotated through bevel gear . The £Mechanic’s
Magazine ’ for the above year contains illustrations and a descrip¬
tion of it.
In 1837 the London Fire Engine Establishment added a float¬
ing engine to their plant . It consisted of a hull 54' x 16' x 2' 5"
in which were placed three engines, each having two working
barrels 7 inches diameter , and a globular air vessel. The levers
were so arranged as to give a stroke of 8, 10, or 12 inches of the
pistons, as might be desired . The handles or levers were crossways of the boat, and when out of use were folded up , but when
in use opened out to 18 feet in length . All three engines worked
into one common main , 4 inches in diameter , from which each
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could be shut off separately at pleasure ; thus in case of a break¬
down of any one engine , the remainder would go on.
Three elbows, one opposite each engine , rose through the deck,
which when out of use were closed by screw caps ; to these one,
two, or more hose could be attached as wanted. The suction main
had a 5 inch waterway , the delivery hose being 3^ inches ; these
were kept joined and coiled on a hose reel in the stern of the boat .
With a regular complement of 90 men , and a 1^" nozzle, 3 tons of
water per minute were thrown to a height of upwards of 100 feet ;
with more men and a 1y nozzle, 4 tons per minute were thrown .
The speed of this float, propelled with oars, varied from 2 to 6
miles per hour, according to the strength and direction of the tide .
A small portable engine fastened in a wooden bucket , so
arranged as to be carried on the back of one man and worked
by him , or two, if needed, when placed on the ground , was
manufactured by Messrs. Bramah and Robinson , of London . This
was called the ‘ Swiss Portable Fire Engine ,’ and had a vibrating
piston , air vessel, &c., as in a large engine, and when worked by
two men threw 20 gallons of water per minute to a horizontal
distance of near 70 feet, or to a vertical height of 50 feet. An
engraving of this engine was given in the ‘ Mechanic ’s Magazine ’
for 1838, and the author wrote to the present representative of the
firm, seeking information respecting the date of its construction ,
but he has not been favoured with a reply .
In the year 1840 Mr . Merry weather constructed a floating
fire engine for the Russian government , to be stationed at
St. Petersburg . It consisted of an iron hull 60' long by 16' beam,
in which the engine, fitted with three working barrels 7-£" diameter
x 141" stroke , was placed . These pumps were worked by means of
four cranked handles 12 feet long with 18 inches radius , connected
to three 6" cranks by means of toothed gearing . Each pair "of
cranked handles was provided with a fly wheel 6 feet in diameter
to equalise the motion, and the handles were fixed at 90° relatively
to each other . The engine was placed in the middle of the hull ,
which had both ends alike to avoid the necessity of turning ,
and two paddle wheels were placed nearly amidships , on the
shaft of which bevelled wheels were fitted , capable of being put
in gear with the crank handles when the pumps were disconnected .
On the upper end of the air vessel was a revolving t piece carry¬
ing two nozzles, on which two lines of hose could be attached if
needed . When used with a 1£,/ jet a vertical height of 120 feet
was reached , and a horizontal distance of 136 feet .
This engine was constructed from designs prepared by Mr . Wm.
Baddeley , and could be worked by upwards of 50 men .
In the same year Mr . Tilley constructed a second floating fire
engine for the establishment , and in the next year one for Sunder¬
land and South Shields .
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In 1842 he received an order from the Admiralty to construct
seven of these engines for use at the different dockyards .
In the same year Mr . Merry weather constructed a manual engine
on railway wheels for the London and North Western Railway (then
known as the London and Birmingham ), which at that time was
the largest manual fire engine constructed for land service that
had been built . It had two gun metal pumps 9" x 10" stroke,
and a water cistern 13 feet in length , capable of holding 450
gallons of water . A hose reel was applied to the fore part of
the engine , which would carry 400 feet of hose. Spring buffers
were applied at each end of the engine, so arranged as to drop
down out of the way of the levers when the engine was at work.
When tried with a single 1±" nozzle, and worked by 42 men ,
the water was thrown in a good solid stream above 100 feet
in height ; and with a nozzle of lj " diameter , a greater height
was reached ; when tried wdth two f " nozzles very satisfactory
results were attained .
In 1845 a Mr . Farmer , of Birmingham , made a manual fire
engine, with a fan or wheel with four blades , which was made to
revolve rapidly in a circular box by the power of six men . When
tried , it was found to throw 80 gallons of water per minute to
a height of 40 feet ; and although it seemed to want power, it
was thought it might prove useful under certain circumstances ,
where its small size (4 feet long by 2 feet wide) would prove an
advantage .
In the same year Mr . White brought out a manual engine he had
patented in that year . Its novelty consisted in the arrangement of
a number of small pumps , each of which could be worked inde¬
pendently of the other , each being a small fire engine in itself ,
discharging their contents into a common receiver , or air vessel,
whence the water was thrown on the fire in the usual way. As
each man had to work his own pump , it could soon be seen
whether each did his duty ; and as the pumps were not depen¬
dent on one another , a break down of the engine was scarcely
possible.
When tried at the Salford Gas Works, at the end of that year ,
with 12 men, against a chimney 129 feet in height , in compe¬
tition with another engine manned with a similar number of men ,
it was found that for a short time it threw the water several feet
above the top of the chimney ; whilst the other engine could
not reach the top, nor did it when worked with 30 men .
They were both worked afterwards through 120 feet of hose with
a
nozzle, and the results showed that the patent engine still
maintained its superiority .
In 1847 Mr.William Baddeley brought out his farmer ’s fire engine ,
which was commended by the Jury of the Great Exhibition of 1851.
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In the same year Messrs. Deane, Dray and Deane , the agricul¬
tural implement makers , registered a farmer ’s fire engine , which
consisted of a metal tub or tank , to contain the water , mounted on
wheels, with shafts for a horse, and fitted with a force pump , &c.,
the plan of pump being exactly that of Perkins ’s, patented in
1820, namely , a concentric air vessel round the barrel of the pump ,
almost similar to that now used in the hand pump .
In 1848 Mr. Gossage brought out a fire engine, which consisted
of two force pumps with an air vessel between them , metal valves
and two deliveries , the whole enclosed in an oval casing. The
engine was very much like those of Fisher and Hearle — so much
so, indeed , that it has been said that it was copied from them
in a different material , which constituted the only difference.
In the Exhibition of 1851 Messrs. G. Perry and Brothers , of
Montreal , Canada, exhibited a manual engine to be worked by
forty men . In the experiments made by direction of the jury , no
other engine threw a column of water so high as this , or discharged
so great a body of water per man , or yielded so great an amount
of work per man , measured by the vis viva of the water passing
the nozzle. It was highly commended for the large proportion of
the sectional area of the suction pipe to that of the barrel , the large
dimensions of the valves, the application of an air chamber to
the suction pipe , and the general arrangement . A prize medal was
awarded this engine .
The fire engines exhibited by M. Letestu , of Paris , were a
fire engine without a carriage , to be drawn by ten men , and a
marine engine , to be worked also by ten men . The pistons used
in these engines consist each of a hollow case of brass, perforated ,
to the interior of which is applied a circular piece of leather , like
a filtering paper to a funnel , but having a section cut out instead
of being folded ; the radial edges of the leather overlap , and its
periphery projects beyond the edges of the cone, adapting itself to
the internal surface of the barrel . When this piston is to be used
for suction , it is fixed to the rod with the base downwards. In the
return stroke , the water passing through the perforations of the
brass cone finds a passage between the loose radial edges of the
leather , which it separates .
The valve in the air vessel is a simple disc of leather screwed
down at its centre on a perforated plate . These engines were
highly commended for the ingenious , simple , and economical
arrangement of the pistons , the large sectional area of the suction
and force pipes in comparison with the barrel . When tried by
Colonel Morin , at the Paris Exhibition in 1849, these pumps gave
a greater useful effect, in proportion to the power expended in
driving them , than any others in the dynamometrical experiments
for testing them ; but this useful effect, it is stated , did not amount
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to one half of the power expended . These engines were awarded
a prize medal .
At the Exhibition of 1851 Messrs. Shand and Mason exhibited
a manual engine , fitted with several of their improvements , such
as the improved suction cock, with enlarged water way, and the
delivery pipes from the air vessel curved instead of straight , so as
to lessen the friction of the water on its way to the hose.
An old engine , made by Hadley some eighty five years since,
and fitted with treadles , sectors, and chains , was examined by
the author , and was found to be fitted with a single delivery , the
pipe leading from the air vessel being curved , instead of made
with a right angle .
Mr. William Baddeley , C.E ., exhibited a portable farmer ’s fire
engine , which could also he used as an agricultural force pump .
This was commended for easy access to the valves, the application
of the jet spreader to the nozzle, and for simplicity and conve¬
nience of arrangement .
In 1854 Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., introduced an inflated
airtight indiarubber ball into the air vessels of fire engines , with
the view of preventing the absorption of the air by the water, which
plan is found to give very satisfactory results in the air vessels of
steam fire engines .
In 1856 Messrs. Shand and Mason applied a suction air vessel to
one of the manual engines made by them , as had been done by
Perry of Canada in 1851.
In the same year Mr. William Eoberts , of Millwall , constructed
his manual engine the ‘ True Blue ,’ in which the body was entirely
of iron, and the handles were telescopic, so made as to permit of
its being worked by fifty two men if required , whilst it has been
worked with eight . The levers were so arranged as to be drawn
in and out , to give a greater length of leverage on the pumps ,
and to be, when closed, inside of both fore and hind wheels. By
this arrangement the power of a given number of men could be
increased when working the engine ; and by screwing on to the
end of the staves other pieces of wood, so as to allow more men to
work the levers, the power was still further increased . The pumps
were his patent double action ‘ Twin,’ with 6^" cylinders x lif '
stroke .
In 1859 a country pump maker , of the name of Blinkhorn ,
patented the pump known as De la Hire ’s, from having been
invented by that gentleman in the year 1686, which he employed
as a fire engine . Mr . William Baddeley , C.E ., had tried some
experiments with this identical 4Patent ,’ which will be found de¬
scribed in the ‘ Mech . Mag.,’ vol. xx., for 1833.
In the same year Messrs. James Shand and John Eowley
patented the plan of working hand fire engines by a rowing
H
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motion , precisely as was done in the Ypres engine in 1739, as
shown in fig. 17.
Fig . 19.

Roberts

's Small

Manual

Engine .

In the year 1860, Air. William Eoberts patented his portable
fire engine (fig. 19), which consisted of a vertical cylinder con¬
taining two buckets or pistons worked by a rocking shaft, and an
air vessel on the top , the whole mounted on a bed or plank , to
which an axle hooked at the ends is attached , so as to allow its
being readily connected to a hose reel mounted on wheels, and
thus make them both one for convenience of travelling .
The hose reel works freely on the axle between the wheels, and
suspending rods, one on each side of the frame , and one in front , are
provided , by means of which the engine can be attached to it ;
whilst at the front a box to carry the branch pipe , nozzles, spanners ,
and all other necessary tools is placed ; and the suction hose is
carried on the bed of the engine , at each side of the pump or on
each side of the tool box, and there is also room for the canvas dam .
By this plan an engine of great power is combined with extreme
portability and simplicity of construction without liability to de¬
rangement , and the interior is easily accessible. An engine with
12 feet of suction hose, 120 feet of delivery hose, and all the gear
complete , can readily be transported over ordinary roads by one
man , and the engine can be disconnected from the carriage in
eight seconds and connected again in twelve. When the engine is
disconnected from the carriage it becomes a portable pump for
ship ’s use, and can be used with a suction plate , to which it can be
connected in a few minutes , so as to avoid standard pumps and
thus give a clear deck .
Upon reaching a fire the front rod is withdrawn from its slot,
which allows the handle end of the frame to rise, and thereby
lower the pump on the ground , when the other two rods being
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unhooked the engine is left on the ground , and the reel is run
towards the fire ; when, the required length of hose being run out ,
it is disconnected from
the reel, and as the
branch , nozzles, &c. are
in the box they can be
easily got at , and the en¬
gine set to work in a few
moments . The delivery
hose is always kept at¬
tached to the outlet on the
pump . When arranged
to be drawn by a horse a
seat is fitted to the frame
to carry the driver and
three firemen, which seat
folds down on the frame
when not wanted . The
ordinary dimensions of
the engine are. 9 feet ex¬
treme length , 3 feet wide,
and 4 feet in height , the
total weight of ail com¬
plete 6 cwts. 1 qr. With
eight men it will throw
60 gallons of water per
’s
Engine
Gig
Roberts
Fig
20.
minute to a distance of
80 feet, and with ten men
to a distance of 103 feet.
The engraving (fig. 20)
shows this arrangement
termed the G-ig engine .
In 1865, Messrs.Merry weather and Sons manu¬
factured a small manual
engine fitted with springs
mounted on two wheels,
each 4 feet in diameter ,
arranged to be worked by
six men , and easily drawn
by one, the weight of the
whole being 4f cwts. It
had two pumps 4" and
9" stroke, and was fitted with a hose reel , and the valve arrange ment and passages were made as simple as possible.
h 2
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This engine (fig. 21) was designed and supplied to the London
Fire Engine Establishment in anticipation of this light class of
Fig . 21 . Mebbyweatiier

’s Small

Manual , 1865 .

engine being adopted by the enlarged fire brigade under the
Metropolitan Board of Works . The pumps and valve box are fixed
to the platform with the wrought iron working lever placed above ;
at each end of the platform is a foot or stay turning on a hinge ,
on which when the engine is at work the men place their feet , and
when travelling these are turned back . There is also a box at one
end, in which are carried the tools, a few buckets , hand pump , &c.,
and on the top is fixed a hose reel , thus forming a compact light
machine .
To set the engine to work, lower down the two feet or stays to
the position shown in the engraving , and place the suction hose,
which is always attached , into the dam, or place of water supply ,
and the men may commence pumping , as the hose and branch pipe ,
being always attached to the outlet of the engine , can be removed
at once to the required spot. These engines can be made without
springs , box, or hose reel to reduce the coil, or when required for
factory use.
The pumps , pistons, valves, seats, suction , and delivery mains
are of brass or gun metal , a copper air vessel being placed imme¬
diately over the two delivery valves and between the pumps , The
pump barrels and air vessel are recessed into the bed or valve box,
and have ears attached by means of which they can be readily re¬
moved, and this makes the valves easy of access. The total weight
of the engine, which is strongly made , with everything complete ,
as shown in the engraving , does not exceed 4f cwts., so that it can
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be readily run by one man . The full number of men to work this
engine is six, when it will throw 50 gals, per minute to a height of
90 feet, and at the same time it can be effectively worked by four.
In the same year Messrs. Shand , Mason, and Co. patented their
‘ curricle ’ manual engine , designed to meet the views entertained
by the promoters of the new scheme for entrusting the fire extin¬
guishing of the metropolis to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
who proposed placing them at intermediate stations . It consists of
a set of fire engine pumps of the usual or any other construction
fixed to the fore end of a box which contains the hose and imple¬
ments . The box is attached to a frame , the two front ends of
which project and form draught handles for the men, or shafts for
a horse. The end of the box to which the pumps are attached , is
made at such an angle that when the ends of the frame rest on
the ground , the pumps are in a proper position for working ; and
when the men or horses are attached for draught , the pumps are
inclined , and the weight thrown more on the axle ; but the more
evenly to balance , the whole of the box, with the fire engine at¬
tached , may be constructed to slide within limits in the frame, and
be adjusted by a screw or otherwise.
The whole machine is mounted on two high wheels, with a pair
of springs and an axle. The wheels may be of any convenient
height , this not being limited , as in ordinary lire engines , by the
working handles . The lever or levers to which the latter are
attached , is placed across the frame parallel with the axle, and the
men, when at work, stand on each side of the engine clear of the
wheels : the lever is made so as to be contracted in length when
not at work, so as not to project beyond the ends of the axle when
travelling , and the wooden handles may be kept in their places, or
removed to another part of the engine for the same purpose .
The engine is complete on two wheels, and carries , as in the ordi¬
nary brigade manual , the whole of the suction and delivery hose,
ladders and implements , in or upon it, and when constructed for
horse draught , the men and driver sit on the box. The box may
also be used at a fire as a reservoir from which the engine pumps ,
or a portable canvas cistern may be used for this purpose , the
latter being carried under the box and inside the frame .
Within the last forty years but few persons seem to have paid
much attention to the improvement of manual engines and their
appliances ; or at least, if they have, but few practical results have
followed, or are generally known . There is one person , however,
to whose indefatigable exertions , during a period of over forty years’
duration , the employers and workers of manual fire engines owe
not a little , and whose inventive skill and constant attention to
the details , both of manual engines and their appliances , have been
attended with most successful results . It may be said that many
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of the improvements are simple, or are so obvious that anyone
would have been able to produce a similar result if he had found
need of it ; and no doubt , at the present time , such contrivances
have a simple look, but the old tale of Columbus and the egg will
well apply to such remarks .
The gentleman alluded to is Mr . Wm. Baddeley , C.E ., of
London , and the following is a list chronologically arranged of
most of his inventions and contrivances connected with fire engines .
It has been thought desirable to put them on record here , with
the date of each appended ; for, from the great difficulty, labour ,
and loss of time experienced in the preparation of this work, from
the want of knowing where to look for the information required on
various points , there being no collected information relating thereto
in existence , it is felt that by this means much inconvenience may
be avoided in the future .

Chronological list of Mr. Baddeley's Inventions in connection
with Fire Apparatus .
1. Improved stopping board , for damming up water in street
gutters for trse of fire engines .
.
.
.
.
.
2. Iron gutters and sunk tanks , to supersede the necessity of
breaking up the street paving .
.
.
.
.
.
3. Portable cisterns to be attached to plugs, for the same pur¬
pose
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the London Fire Engine Establishment in
1836 , and awarded a silver medal by the Society of Arts
in 1838 .)
4. Improved floating fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the Emperor of Russia in 1840 .)
5. Improved fire engine for steam boats
.
.
.
.
.
C. Improved hose suspender
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7. Beating springs for fire engines
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted in floating fire engines by the London Fire Engine
Establishment in 1838 .)
8. Improved portable fire escape ladders .
.
.
.
.
9. Improved suction cocks for fire engines .
.
.
.
.
10. Horizontal double acting fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
(Since extensively adopted by various makers of steam
and manual fire engines.)
11. Improved suction pipe for waterside fires
.
.
.
.
12. Improved handle for street fire cocks .
.
.
.
.
13. Improved engine lamps, superseding the use of links
.
.
(Used by the London Fire Engine Establishment , &c.)
14. Improved three way stand pipe
.
.
.
.
.
.
15. Hose reel applied to fire engines .
.
.
.
.
.
(Used in Birmingham and London .)
16. Stationary , capstan worked fire engine .
17. Fan spreader tor fire engines
.

a .d.
1820
1820
1820

1827
1827
1829
1829
1832
1833
1833
1833
1836
1836
1837
1837
1837
1841
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18. Blow off cock for fire engines, for shifting hose, letting off water
in frosty weather , &c. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
19. Cabinet fire engine, designed for the Duke of Rutland ’s picture
gallery at Belvoir Castle
.
.
.
.
.
.
(Since extensively adopted .)
20. Portable fire engine (hand pump )
.
.
.
.
.
(Adopted by the London Eire Engine Establishment in
1848- 9.)
21. Farmer ’s fire engine
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
( Commended by the Jurors of the Great Exhibition , 1851.)
22. Improved valved suction strainer .
.
.
.
.
.
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1842
1844
1844
1847
18G2
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The

manual

engine

CONSTRUCTION , USE , AND MANAGEMENT .

has been but little

improved

of late years , and ,

as at present constructed in England , is made of various sizes and
powers by various makers , according to the duty required to be
performed by them ; but it will be found on the whole that the
difference in their construction is not very great .
For lire service in towns, the size known as the Brigade size is
generally employed, which has pumps 7" x 8" . Another handy
size has cylinders 6" x 8". The largest size manual ordinarily
made has pumps 9" in diameter , but as a rule they are found to
require too many men to get the work out of them , and are,
besides, very cumbersome. The Brigade size, as fixed on by the
late Mr . Braidwood, is that which is found to give the most satis¬
factory results in ordinary work ; and the size smaller , with 6"
pumps, is a very useful size for country towns and the ordinary
duties of country Brigades .
For many years there were no definite sizes of engines , or any
system on which sizes were defined, and the variety used in London
was very great . It was found , however, that an engine with two
pump barrels 7 inches in diameter , with a stroke of 8 inches , could
be made sufficiently strong at 17^ cwts., and, adding 4 cwts. for
hose and tools and five firemen and a driver , was quite as much as
could be managed by a pair of fast horses under a distance of six
miles.
A manual engine of modern construction consists of the cylinders
or pumps , air vessel, valves, suction and delivery pipes or tubes ,
and the levers, slings, and bearings for working the pumps ; the
body or cistern of the engine in which they are contained and
fastened , and gives stowage for the suction and delivery hose, Ac.,

